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We present a family of three-step iterative methods of convergence order five for solving sys-

tems of nonlinear equations. The methodology is based on the two-step Traub’s method with

cubic convergence for solving scalar equations. Computational efficiency of the new meth-

ods is considered and compared with some well-known existing methods. Numerical tests

are performed on some problems of different nature, which confirm robust and efficient con-

vergence behavior of the proposed methods. Moreover, theoretical results concerning order

of convergence and computational efficiency are verified in the numerical problems. Stabil-

ity of the methods is tested by drawing basins of attraction in a two-dimensional polynomial

system.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The construction of fixed point methods for solving nonlinear equations and systems of nonlinear equations is an interesting

and challenging task in numerical analysis and many applied scientific branches. A great importance of this topic has led to the

development of many numerical methods, most frequently of iterative nature (see [1–5]). With the advancement of computer

hardware and software, the problem of solving nonlinear equations by numerical methods has gained an additional importance.

In this paper, we consider the problem of finding solution of the system of nonlinear equations F(x) = 0 by iterative methods of a

high order of convergence. This problem can be precisely stated as to find a vector r = (r1, r2, . . . , rn)T such that F(r) = 0, where

F : D ⊆ R
n → R

n is the given nonlinear vector function F(x) = ( f1(x), f2(x), . . . , fn(x))T and x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn)T . The solution

vector r of F(x) = 0 can be obtained as a fixed point of some function φ : R
n → R

n by means of the fixed point iteration

x(k+1) = φ(x(k)), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .

One of the basic procedures for solving systems of nonlinear equations is the quadratically convergent Newton’s method (see

[1–3]), which is given as,

x(k+1) = φ(2)
1

(x(k)) = x(k) − F′(x(k))−1F(x(k)), (1)

where F′(x)−1 is the inverse of first Fréchet derivative F′(x) of the function F(x). In terms of computational cost Newton’s method

requires the evaluations of one F, one F′ and one matrix inversion per iteration. Throughout the paper, we shall use the abbrevi-

ation φ(p)
i

to denote an ith iterative function of convergence order p.
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In order to improve the order of convergence of Newton’s method, many higher order methods have been proposed in lit-

erature. For example, Frontini and Sormani [6], Homeier [7], Cordero and Torregrosa [8], Noor and Waseem [9], and Grau et al.

[10] have developed third order methods requiring one F, two F′ and two matrix inversions per iteration. Cordero and Torregrosa

have also derived two third-order methods in [11]. One of the methods require one F and three F′ whereas other requires one F

and four F′ evaluations per iteration. Both the methods also require two matrix inversions in each iteration. Darvishi and Barati

[12] have proposed a third order method which uses two F, one F′ and one matrix inversion. Grau et al. presented a fourth order

method in [10] utilizing three F, one F′ and one matrix inversion. Cordero et al. developed a fourth order method in [13], which

uses two F, two F′ and one matrix inversion. Darvishi and Barati [14] presented a fourth order method requiring two F, three

F′ and two matrix inversions per iteration. Cordero et al. in [15] have implemented fourth order Jarratt’s method [16] for scalar

equations to systems of equations which requires one F, two F′ and two matrix inversions. Sharma et al. [17] developed a fourth

order method requiring one F, two F′ and two matrix inversions.

In quest of more fast algorithms, researchers have also proposed fifth and sixth order methods in [10,13,15,18,19]. The fifth

order methods by Grau et al. [10] and Cordero et al. [15,18] require four evaluations namely, two F and two F′ per iteration. The

fifth order method by Cordero et al. [13] requires three F and two F′. In addition, the fifth order method in [10] requires two

matrix inversions, in [13] one matrix inversion and in [15,18] three matrix inversions. One sixth order method by Cordero et al.

[15] uses two F and two F′ while other sixth order method [18] uses three F and two F′. The sixth order methods, apart from the

mentioned evaluations, also require two matrix inversions per one iteration. Recently, Sharma and Gupta [19] proposed a fifth

order method requiring two F, two F′ and two matrix inversions per one iteration.

The main goal of this paper is to develop iterative methods of high computational efficiency, which may assume a high

convergence order and low computational cost. To do so, we here propose a one-parameter family of methods with fifth order

of convergence by employing the iterative scheme that utilizes the number of function evaluations and inverse operators as

minimum as possible. In this way, we attain low computational cost and hence an increased computational efficiency. Moreover,

we show that the proposed methods are efficient than existing methods of similar nature in general. The scheme of present

contribution consists of three steps of which the first two steps are the generalizations of Traub’s third order two-step scheme

([1], p. 181) for solving scalar equation f (x) = 0, which is given as

yk = xk − θ
f (xk)

f ′(xk)
,

xk+1 = xk −
[(

1 + 1

2θ

)
− 1

2θ

f ′(yk)

f ′(xk)

]
f (xk)

f ′(xk)
, θ ∈ R \ {0}, (2)

whereas the third step is based on Newton-like scheme. In terms of computational cost the proposed technique utilizes two F,

two F′ and only one matrix inversion per iteration.

Our presentation is organized as follows. Some basic definitions relevant to the present work are given in Section 2. In

Section 3, the fifth order scheme is developed and its behavior is analyzed. Computational efficiency of the new methods is

studied and then compared with some well-known existing methods in Section 4. In Section 5, we present various numerical

examples to confirm the theoretical results and to compare convergence properties of the proposed methods with existing meth-

ods. In Section 6, we study dynamics of the methods on a two-dimensional polynomial system. Concluding remarks are given in

Section 7.

2. Basic definitions

2.1. Order of convergence

Let {x(k)}k ≥ 0 be a sequence in R
n which converges to r. Then, convergence is called of order p, p > 1, if there exists M, M > 0,

and k0 such that

||x(k+1) − r|| � M||x(k) − r||p ∀ k � k0

or

||e(k+1)|| � M||e(k)||p ∀ k � k0,

where e(k) = x(k) − r. The convergence is called linear if p = 1 and there exists M such that 0 < M < 1.

2.2. Error equation

Let e(k) = x(k) − r be the error in the kth iteration, we call the relation

e(k+1) = L(e(k+1))p + O((e(k))p+1),

as the error equation. Here, p is the order of convergence, L is a p-linear function, i.e. L ∈ L(Rn× p· · · · ×R
n, R

n), L denotes the set

of bounded linear functions.
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